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DELAIR EXPANDS COMMERCIAL DRONE OFFERINGS TO CANADA 

THROUGH DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT WITH CANSEL AND 
CERTIFICATION BY TRANSPORT CANADA 

  
Cansel opens Canadian market for Delair UX11 long range fixed wing UAV; Delair drones given stamp 

of approval by Transport Canada. 

Innovative products and local expertise ideally positioned for needs of geospatial, agriculture 

architecture, engineering, and construction industries  

  

LABEGE, France and VANCOUVER, Canada – June 19, 2018 – Delair, a leading global supplier of 

commercial drone solutions, today announced an agreement with Cansel, a full-service provider of surveying 

and mapping solutions to the Canadian market. Cansel becomes the first Canadian reseller of Delair’s 

innovative Delair UX 11 long-range drone, and the two companies plan to rapidly expand the agreement to 

include the entire Delair product line. 

 

In addition, Delair confirmed that its entire portfolio of fixed-wing drone products has been certified as compliant 

by Transport Canada under its regulation of the UAV sector. Cansel is a certified drone operator per the 

regulations of Transport Canada, the government agency responsible for UAV operations, a status which 

requires the use of certified drone products. For more information refer to the Transport Canada compliancy list 

here.  

  

The Cansel/Delair agreement targets a market characterized by wide-area mapping and surveying needs, 

making the advantages of long-range aerial viewing and data collection well-suited for a range of industries. 

Cansel brings five decades of experience in this area, and the addition of solutions based on the Delair platform 

will allow Cansel to expand its capabilities to provide even more efficiencies and accuracy to its customers. In 

addition to offering Delair products, Cansel also plans on offering drone-based complementary services to 

Canadian based companies, such as training, integration of air- and ground-based technologies and processing 

via innovative and powerful cloud based services and desktop solutions.  

http://delair.aero/
https://www.cansel.ca/
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/opssvs/listing-compliant-unmanned-air-vehicles.html
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/opssvs/listing-compliant-unmanned-air-vehicles.html


 

 

Delair’s long-range, fixed-wing drones with sophisticated artificial intelligence (AI) analytics and advanced 

machine learning algorithms are today sold in more than 70 countries. In 2016, the company established its 

North American headquarters in Los Angeles to address the expanding demand in the region.  

 

“Having Delair solutions in our portfolio gives us a wider array of options for helping our clients with their mapping 

and survey needs. The range and distance of Delair’s UX11, as well as the high-performance functionality of its 

operational and sensing technology, will allow us to deliver highly effective approaches to aerial data collection 

that has tangible ROI for companies in many sectors,” said Martin Trudelle, Vice President at Cansel. 

 

“The Canadian market is an exciting one for UAVs and we see the ability to bring great value to business 

operations there. From agriculture to mining, to construction, transportation and oil and gas, our track record of 

improving efficiencies through insightful analysis of data will be an important part of what Cansel can now offer,” 

said Marta Jubero, Channel Sales Director at Delair. 

 

Cansel will provide dedicated sales, service support and customer advice for the recently introduced Delair 

UX11 - an innovative photogrammetric professional mapping drone solution. The UX11 is capable of onboard 

data processing, PPK-as-you-go, and both wireless and cellular communications to ensure survey-grade results 

anywhere. Where allowed, the drone is also designed for beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) operations. 

  

All of Delair’s solutions are designed to make it easy and cost-effective for enterprises to adopt commercial 

drones and support a seamlessly integrated workflow - from hardware to data acquisition services, to data 

processing software. This integrated approach enables commercial enterprises to automatically and instantly 

collect aerial intelligence, analyze and quickly integrate it into their daily business processes. This also provides 

for a rapid ROI. 
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About DELAIR 
Delair is a leading provider of drone-based solutions that enable enterprises to monitor and digitize their physical 
assets from the air and turn the collected data into valuable business insights. Its solutions are used globally by 
customers in industries such as utilities, construction, agriculture, transportation, mining and oil and gas. The 
company is one of the world’s most experienced providers of industrial drone solutions, combining its high 
performance, long range UAV hardware with sophisticated analytics technology and operational services. A 
strategic partnership with Intel and its Intel Insight initiative is driving the two companies toward the industry’s 
most scalable platform for drone imagery storage and business intelligence. Founded in 2011 by experts in the 
aerospace industry, the company is headquartered in Toulouse, France, and has offices in Ghent, Belgium, Los 
Angeles and Singapore. Its solutions are sold in more than 70 countries by a network of resellers. For more 
information about Delair and its brand-new generation of beyond-visual-line-of-sight (BVLOS) drones with 
3G/4G communications, go to www.delair.aero and on twitter @DelairTech 
 
About Cansel 
For over 50 years Cansel has helped organizations in the engineering, surveying, construction, mining, 
architecture, manufacturing, printing, utilities, forestry and government sectors measure, analyze, design, and 
build more efficiently and profitably. Cansel’s national team of professionals combine software, hardware and 
services to provide tailored solutions to improve your workflow, from field to finish. www.cansel.ca  
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https://delair.aero/professional-drones/professional-mapping-drone-delair-ux11/
https://delair.aero/professional-drones/professional-mapping-drone-delair-ux11/
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